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When 1s turn into 0s and vice versa inside 
computer memory probably due to cosmic rays 

Probably the cause of all those random crashes 
you’ve had and just shrugged off 

Consequences for DNS resolution, if your 
browser corrupts a page with domain names in 
it, or if you are served up a corrupted page, you 
could end up loading content from a different 
site 

DNS requests could also be corrupted on the 
way to the DNS server (any server in the chain) 

 

 



DNS query (PC) -> 

-> DNS Forwarder (Router) ->  

-> Recursive DNS Server (ISP DNS Servers) -> 

-> Authoritative DNS Server (ns1.example.com) 



trademe.co.nz 

t2ademe.co.nz 

tbademe.co.nz 

tzademe.co.nz 

tvademe.co.nz 

tpademe.co.nz 

tsademe.co.nz 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

2 32 hex 00110010 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

R 52 hex 01010010 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

b 62 hex 01100010 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

z 7A hex 01111010 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

v 76 hex 01110110 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

p 70 hex 01110000 

 

r 72 hex 01110010 

s 73 hex 01110011 

 



I bitflipped trademe.co.nz 

Got a few hits 

 

Set up DNS server and web server to also serve 
results for trademe.co.nz 

Got more hits 



The bitflipped domains have now expired 

Still getting hits on trademe.co.nz 

From 3 different IPs 

 

 38       203.167.188.xxx 

 40       58.28.153.xxx 

 1707   203.109.198.xxx 



As an aside, while I was looking at these logs I 
noticed everything seems to try and get 
favicon.ico 

 

Wonder if there’s some fun to be had? 

 

Lets make favicon.ico 2GB in size. Surely the 
browser wouldn’t download that much? 











Epiphany browser segfaulted (oops) 

Chromium downloaded about 400MB of the file 
repeatedly then sadface’d the tab 

Dooble Segfaulted 

My LG TV ran out of memory 



So, surely after the wpad debacle everyone 
would have reviewed their wpad code, right? 

 

Lets make a 1GB wpad.dat file and point the 
browser configuration at it 

 

Surely the browser would ignore a broken 1GB 
wpad.dat? 





IE will happily download about 1GB worth of 
wpad.dat with no issues 

It might use up a lot of ram, so your computer 
might end up being quite slow for a bit. Or lock 
up for a few minutes. 

Doesn’t seem to try re-downloading the file 
each launch like Firefox after it’s got it, at least 
not in the time period of my testing 



Browsers suck 

Some suck more than others 

Use Chrome 

Disable favicon support in your browser if 
possible 

Defcon 19 : Bitsquatting – Artem Dinaburg 

SSH timeouts due to broken router doing 
bitflipping - 
http://mina.naguib.ca/blog/2012/10/22/the-
little-ssh-that-sometimes-couldnt.html 

 

 



Thanks to everyone! 


